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Injustice 2 harley quinn voice

View Sources Share Black, Green, Red (Injustice)Blonde, Blue and Red (Injustice 2) Lucy (Daughter)Delia Quinzel (Sisters) Injustice: God 2 Among UsInjustice Ready for Some Slapstick? Harley Quinn is a theatrical character of injustice: Gods and Injustice2 among us. Harleys use a variety of weapons, from giant hammers to booby-trapped gifts. Therefore, she is a gadget user. Electric Maine (gods among
us) Halilyn Quinzel was once an innocent girl who, when she graduated from Gotham College, was hooked on a criminal residing in Arkham Asylum. When she worked as an intern, she was chosen as the Joker's therapist, where she was reluctantly manipulated to work next to her. Hallion helped him escape from Arkham and was therefore dressed as a Harlequin named Harley Quinn. But when Harley had
a relationship with the Joker, the latter had a somewhat warped understanding of love, and sometimes manipulated her further to keep her in the game, so it became unstoppable because he used her as a kind of whipping girl. Harley soon grabbed him, gave up and joined elite Suicide Squad instead. After the Joker murdered Superman, the rebellion (gods among us) started the Joker clan, and the Joker
Clan worshipped him as a martyr. She and the Joker clan gained the trust of the rebellion by carrying out acts of caution and abuse of the One Earth regime. Since the fall of The Fire 2 regime, Harley Quinn has found little solace in Superman's imprisonment. Feeling a huge blank in the lead-up to the Joker's death, Harley remains an unstable and uneasy ally. Resolute in her beliefs, she refuses to stand in
the way of her exact revenge on a fugitive, assassin, or even someone who silences the laughter of a criminal joker she once called a friend. Injustice: The Gods of Our Prime Reality Harley Quinn first appears with the Joker, helping him prepare for the nuclear weapons given to him by Lex Luthor, who will destroy Metropolis. When the bomb is removed into the atmosphere, Batman appears in front of the
telespated Batman from the watch tower. The Joker ordered Harley to wait in the van and put a man in his face to silence her as she protested. Revolting Harley Quinn, now going by her real name Harley Quinzel, later confronted the Joker in gotham city, believing him to be a cheater, as 'her' joker was killed by Superman after destroying Metropolis. After a fight between the two, Charlene realizes in the
Joker's fighting style that he's a real joker and he's happy to see him. In the Joker's memory, Mr. Arian is taken to the abandoned Arkham Psychiatric Hospital, a hideout for the Joker clan. The Joker is quick to assume control of the clan, using one of the durability to improve the pills given by Superman to his flunkies on himself. While the Joker fights Hawkgirl and Nightwing, Charlene Batman through a
communication device given to her by revolt. Rebel forces soon arrive and return the regime. Batman orders Olin and her men to lie low for the time being and detain WestJo, who he believes could release him too dangerously. As the insurgency launches a bid to save the refugee Batman from execution, Hanlin is ordered by Rebel Batman to take up as much law enforcement as possible while the Joker
Clan infiltrates Stricker Island. While She complies, She's at the behest of The Revolting Batman and releases the Joker from her room, but she fears Batman will get angry with her. During their clash with Lex Luthor, the revolting metropolis of 2014, The Joker and The Joker are headed to hijack regime vehicles and help revolt against the regime. The Joker orders Lyn to put Luther down and take off his
suit, but he eventually fails. Tired of Her Incompetence with 100% of the time, the Joker dismisses her and attempts to kill her, brutally stating that her death was a wonderful severance package. But Luther intervenes and takes down the Joker. Enraged by the betrayal, Lylin prepares to kill the Joker with his own knife, but eventually persuades Rutor to persuade him. Returning the favor, Halline told the
Joker clan to stand up to the Hawker clan, citing Luther's ally Luther, noting that the Joker was eventually found not to be acting in his own interests. She then informed Luther that the Joker would still be imprisoned so that he would never cheat again. In the phylog, Hallin escorts the Joker from point to portal, dating back to his dimensions. Fire 2 Harley is now a member of justice league training. Batman
and others are training her using her previous villain abilities and weapons to help people of good convenience. In addition to going out to fight on the battlefield, he is also responsible for monitoring the data collected by the child brothers. She also preferred by this time that Batman used her old moniker during scouting meetings, but is addressed by her real name, Hallin. When Green Arrow and Black
Canary arrive at batcave with Bruce Wayne, she runs a child brother, but it takes time to say hello to them when they arrive. Bruce then brings Harley to explain the current situation: gorilla loads and society plans to have the scare gas of scares of Scaresuabi ships from slaughter swamps to those rods, and that three people want to be able to stop them before the gas reaches that load. As the three began
to go on missions, Oliver asked Bruce if he really trusted Harley, explaining that since the Joker's death, she is now mostly different. When the three arrive in the slaughter swamp, they secretly observe a few Scaresoobi henchmen helping Deadshot put his terror gas on a speedboat and talk about the invasion taking place the next day. However, the group was ambushed by Poison Ivy and packed her vine.
At first Harley thinks they're here to help bring down the punk, but is shocked and heartbroken to discover that she's actually working with the Scarets and Their Rods. She can quickly escape from the vine using a knife taken from the Batcave, then give herself to a black canary to use for free herself. While the Green Arrow and The Black Canary fight the Scaresman, Harley tries to reason with Ivy, and they
say they can team up again and drive all the crazy boys like they did in the old days, but Ivy coldly rejects this. After Harley completes her fight with Ivy, she sees the Green Arrow and the Black Canary exposed to the Scaresoobi's horror gas. The Scare scare scare will spray Harley with horror gas, but she easily blows it up, huffing it to kick it. But the Scare scaretsuabi sprayed her with new and larger
amounts of gas and had no choice but to fight him. After the Scarecrow's defeat, Garth begins to hit Harley and throws her another horror gas bomb. Harley then falls asleep, sees the Joker and begins dreaming of being in an old amusement park hideaway. The Joker attempts to manipulate her back into the horror gas that turns Harley's costume into her old clown statue, calling her love and celebrating
being a hero before forcing her to kill Batman. But Harley pulled herself together and refused to kill Batman, told the Joker that she was abused and under control, and that their relationship was now over when they fell in love. After the Joker's defeat, the effects of gas wear come off and Harley wakes up from a bad dream and returns to the real world. As she races to catch up with the black canaries and
green arrows, the Scarets and others escape on their speedboats. When the Green Arrow pulls out part of the ship, the swamp emerges from behind. Harley attempts to reason with him by saying they are good people, but the swamp attacks without listening to her. After his defeat, Harley says the Scares of The Scares and his old people who threatened the swamp came to stop him. When he realizes that
the swamp days are telling the truth, he defeats the remaining high temperatures and protects them from scare scares. Then Harley appreciates his help and gives him a spot on the team, which politely declines. The three eventually head to Gorilla City. Upon arrival they observe That Rod and his society talking to his gorilla army. The black canary orders Harley to maintain the damage of the jets and
prepare to salvage them. However, she is called and arrested by his gorilla army. She is escorted by Catwoman and some gorilla troops, and she attacks them and rescues Harley. Together they defeat the gorillas and return to Gotham. After that, during a batman meets Superman Batman explains that Ley and Catwoman will help Cyborg recover his child brother. Later, at Arkham Asylum, Ivy placed Harley
under her spell with her hypnotic toxins when she called her, calling her my sweet Harley. Catwoman and Cyborg fight With Ley and wake up from Ivy's control. But she begins to fall into shock and is revived by defibrillation and cyborgs after her fight with Poison Ivy. Upon reaching the entrance to the Batcave, Catwoman orders Harley to guard the door and make sure no one follows them. Eventually she
heads to Metropolis, where Wonder Woman is trying to kill a cheetah. After seeing if Supergirl is ok, she turns her attention to Diana. She shot Diana's knife out of her hand, citing Batman's no-kill rule, comparing Superman to the Joker, and revealed her intentions. A furious Diana pokes Harley. Supergirl quickly knocked Diana down and rushed to Harley's aid. Then use thermal vision to close the wound.
Defeat Wonder Woman and then take Harley to the safe. She will not be seen again through the rest of the game, but believes she is too weak to continue her fight with Brainiac and elsewhere recovering from her injury. Personality and character Prime Universe Harley is still under the joker's control and is often abused and accused by him. The Harley regime, on the other hand, mourns the Joker after he
was killed by Superman, even though he thinks of him as a martyr, but moves with Batman and rebellion. She doesn't believe it was her Mr J until the Prime Universe Joker defeated her in battle, and the intimacy they once shared is shown by how well Harley knows his body language. She recognizes him through the way he moves and pummels her. Harley also loses her signature accent before being
reunited with The Joker of Injustice: Gods Of Us, in Injustice 2, where she use her accent despite being loyal to Batman. Harley finds the strength to be his own man after the Joker threatens to kill her in front of Lex Luthor, finally pushing her to the limit. Unsure whether to kill him or kiss him, Harley eventually decides not to do either and pushes him aside, bringing the Joker to control her and end the good
relationship. Even when the Scarecrow hallucined the Joker using fear gas, Harley refused him again, reluctant to return to the man she was when she did. Outside of his relationship with the Joker, Harley proves to be Batman's loyal ally. She shows interest and affection for her friends, including a lively and funny love, often cracking jokes and super-walking, and even though they're on the other side,
Poison Ivy. Despite being sometimes forced to hit his head, Harley's loyalty to Batman is shown not only in joker hallucinations, but also as a way for Wonder Woman to refuse to kill cheetahs because of Batman's no-kill rule. Harley casually admits how. As this pointed out that she has a bucket full of blood in her own hands but she has been working so hard to impress the wrong person. Harley's courage
was impaled by Wonder Woman, and while Supergirl is trying to save her, she disappears from the rest of the game, leaving her fate uncertain. Harley also urged Kiborg to shock him again with a defibrillation, and claims the pain supergirl would cause by closing the stab wound with thermal vision would be better. Power and ability super go-1375409985 Although any human being can be (mentioned by the
grid in one of his interactions with her), Harley Quinn is a very dangerous and unpredictable fighter thanks to her years of serving as the Joker's right-hand woman, leaving her spirit eroding away and a crazy woman who once had a professional psychologist. Like J, Harley is an agile opponent with high gymnastics skills who can move quickly around the battlefield and quickly move opponents for close-
range attacks. Like the Joker, Harley has twin large barrel revolvers for double fire, giant projectiles, large joke guns that set off explosive cupcake-shaped bombs, syringes full of unknown toxic substances, and a variety of (often comical) weapons, such as hammers that are not valuable to vulnerable opponents like Robo, but large hammerlights for greater strike power. As for gun use, she is on par with
dead shots. Although crazy, Harley is still an experienced psychologist, able to analyze and diagnose her opponents in short order. You can charge for stronger but slower projectiles. The meter burning version increases damage. Line of Fire: Harley fires a shot at the revolver. The metered version said Harley fired a second shot at her other revolver. Heads up: Harley fires two shots at both revolvers. The
metered version took her turn after shooting and fired two more into the air. Sorry Daisy (air): Harley Quinn jumps into the air and fires two shots from her revolver aiming down. The metered version has her fire a second time. Cupcake Bomb: Harley throws a cupcake over his shoulder rather than exploding when connected to an opponent. The metered version has Harley throwing a second cupcake bomb,
although in a short arc. Doctor Play: Harley grabs opponents, turns them around, and quickly injects them with harmful substances. The meter burning version increases damage. Silly Slide: Harley make a quick dash. Tantrum Stance: Harley can drop kicks, then put them on the floor, and perform a number of attacks called wheelbarks. A series of quick shots. Hammer Reed's blitz follows a surprise attack.
Goodnight Kiss: Harley introduces his opponent to one of his favorite weapons. Character Traits Bag O'Trick: Harley Quinn's character traits are the ability to pull out random items that can be used to help her in the fight. Items and abilities you can take out (Injustice): The Joker's Picture - Harley kisses the picture and temporarily adds strength. Time Bomb - Harley throws a bomb to damage the other party.
Poison Ivy Plant - Harley smells the plants, returning some of her health. Bird Rush: Harley throws a dog treat and Bud or Lou rushes at her opponent. When Harley is holding the button longer, both Bird and Lou rush to their opponents. (Fire 2) Grab another move: Harley grabs her opponent, shoots her pop gun next to their ears, disrupts them, then performs an acrobatic grab and slams them to the ground.
Super Move Mallet Bomb: Harley pummels an opponent with a hammer that knocks his/her back before she runs and slides between his legs, blasts and sends them flying, placing an exploding pie under the blast opponent. (injustice) 'Get M Boys: Harley throws bombs that stun enemies. She summons Bud and Lou and repeatedly bits them before beating them with bats. (Fire 2) Moving List Basic Attack
Name PlayStation X Revolver Slap [■ ] [X] Revolver Slam [▲ ] Y] Spot Kick [X] [A] Gun Smack [ ← + ■ ] [ ← + X] Time Single Shot (IJ2) [ ← + ▲ = ← + Y] Harley Swing Mallet Slap (IJ2) [ ← + X] [ ← ] [ + A ] ear bashEar smash (IJ2) [ → + ■ ] [→ + X] overhead bash clown bash (IJ2) [ → + + ▲ + → + Y ] hammer slam [ → + X] [ → + revolver fork [ ↓ + ■ ] [ + X] spinning pistol [] + + = ] = [ + = ] [ + ] [ + Y] Single
Shot Take Goal (IJ2) [ + X] [ ↓ + A] Air Attack Name PlayStation Xbox Sidekick Side Boot (IJ2) [ ↑ + X ] Double Kick Double Dose (IJ2) [ + Y ] Double Storm Storm (IJ2) [ + X ] ↑ + + A Throw Escape Name PlayStation X Box Forward / Reverse Throw [←/→ ■ + X] [ ← / → X + A ] Throw Back [ ■ + X] [ X + A] Roll Escape [ → → R2] [ → → RT] Up Air Escape [ + R2] [ ↑ + RT ] Away Air Escape [← + R2] [ ←]
PlayStation X Box Naughty - Naughty [i.e. ■ ] [X] I'm sick [ i.e. ■ , ■ ] ▲ [ X, X, Y] girl's best friend [ ■ = ▲ ~ ] [ X, Y ] rude joke [ ■ ▲ X ] X and Y ... ] irresistible [← + ■ ▲ ← + X, Y] let's play [← + = ■ ] [← + X, Y, X] Mista J use. [→ + × × / → + X, A] Misty [▲← + X] [Y, ← + A] Hitter Up (IJ2) ▲ → , → + X] [ Y, → + A] Moving Night (IJ2) [ ▲ → + X, ■ × X] [ Y, → ← + · ▲ ▲ [ ← + Y ] do not hurt [IJ2] [ → + ▲ [ →
+ Y ] cute [ → + + → + Y ] [ ← + X ] A] High Pudin [▲ ↓ + X] [Y, ↓ + A] [Y, ↑ + → ] X ] [ → + Y , A] Lollipops [X, X] [A, A] Special Attack Name PlayStation Xbox Pop Pop [← ↓ ▲ [ ↓ ↓ ←, Y] Pistol Rage (IJ2) [ ↓ , →, ■ ] [ ↓ , →, X ] Head of Up Pistol Rage (IJ2) ↓ [ ←, ←, ■ ] ↓ ← / X ] Sorry Daisy (Air) [↓ ←, ♦ [↓ ←, x] cupcake bombs [←, →, ▲ [ ←, →, Y] Play Doctor [ ↓ , ←, → , i.e. ] [ ↓ ] ←, →, X] Idiot Slide (GAU)
[ ←, →, X] [ ←, →, Anecdotal ] Stance [ ↓ , ←, x]] ↓ ↓ , ←, A] Front Cart Wheel (IJ2) (Tantrum Stance) [■ ] X] Handstand Boom Boom (IJ2) (Tantrum Stance) [ ▲ [ [ Y] Bullet Frenzy (Fire Stance) [ X ] [ A ] Summer Salt Forward / Back Roll (IJ2)(IJ2) (Huatan) (IJ2) (Huatan) (IJ2) (Firetan) (Tantrum Stance) (T] [←/→] [ ← / →] Get 'M Boys (IJ2) [ L2 + R2] [ LT + RT ] Character Power and Ability (IJ2) Name
PlayStation Xbox Bird Rush [O] [ B ] Double Trouble (Bird Rush) Hold [O] Roux Strike [O] Lu Strike [ O] , Hold ↑ [ B, Hold ↑ ] Pounding Puppy (Roux Strike) [ Hold O + ↑ ] [ Hold O + ↑ ] Like it's Rough (Ru Strike) [ Hold O + ←] [ Hold B + ← ] Gods of Injustice Ending Among Us - Harley Quinn Ending [HD] The defeat of Superman filled with confidence. She knew what she could do, she knew what she wanted.
She traveled to the visitor's district to release the Joker from prison. Back in her world, the two married in gotham's sparkly ceremony. The cake-cutting ceremony at the reception took a terrible turn. Years of abuse took a toll as her new husband playfully mashed the cake. Something snaps at Harley. She used a ceremonial knife to slash the Joker's throat. Harley, wearing a wedding dress, is now
permanently residing in Arkham Psychiatric Hospital. Fire 2 Fire 2 - Harley Quinn Ending I still can't believe it. B. Take down Brainiac. Who knew? Still, the bat surprised me, and they suggested me in Justice League. Not entirely sure he's not crazy, but who says anything to him? I know I feel good. But sometimes, sometimes. I go out and bang some heads and get this irresistible urge! Hopefully, the good
will stick in the long run. Til' I'm sure, my child Lucy will still get to know me as her crazy aunt, Lylin. Maybe one day I can give her a real scoop. Harley Quinn, the default in costume injustice, wore a purple and red modified boyfriend cardigan with brown leather straps fastened together at the bottom. She has a necklace with a domino mask and joker card. She also has brown straps wrapped around her right
arm and a glove that goes a little below her elbows. She wore purple briefs and purple and red leggings with a diamond pattern. She foreheaded in shin-hai black boots. Her hair is in pigtails and due to the mixture of blonde hair and dye color, the black half is two tones (red/black) that take on a green tint. Revolting Harley Quinn wore a red and black jacket that revealed her torso and armpits, with the caption
Kiss This is on the back. She wears a white shirt with a joker-like smile, black and red padding on her arms, fingerless gloves and a choker necklace. She has a little brown Red and black leather trousers with black boots. Her hair is blonde, in a pigtail, wrapped in red (left) and black (right) fabric. Fire 2 is the default skin of Harley Quinn, Mad Love on the right. She is wearing basic equipment. The rest of her
costumes can be found on her gallery page. Quiz Tara Strong previously voiced Harley Quinn in the Batman: Arkham series, and continued her voice again at several DC properties. She was the first DC character to be planned for downloadable content in mortal Kombat vs. DC Universe, quan Chi. It was eventually scrapped due to financial problems with Ley and Kwan Chimodou. On the main menu,
when Harley is battling Wonder Woman, she's wearing a necklace with a skull knell. However, her character model is wearing a joker carded necklace. Harley Quinn was originally created for Batman: The Animated Series (Voiced at That Time by Arlyn Sorkin) and was later adapted into a comic book by DC Comics Batman. According to concept art, Harley's pets Hyena Bird and Lou were believed to have
been involved in the game, which maybe was part of her gameplay but didn't appear in the final design of Harley and her moving set. They appear as unlock icons for completing all of Harley Quinn's S.T.A.R Lab missions. However, they appear in Fire 2 on her main introduction and her super go, but in story mode. Harley Quinn's tattoo on Batman's right arm: Arkham City doesn't appear in Injustice: Harley
Quinn's Arkham City Skin's Gods Among Us. Harley Quinn is the second youngest character to make his comic debut in September 1993. The youngest person is the grid. Harley Quinn's original costume appears in the annual issue of Injustice: The Second Character in the series with Superman. If Ley and Mr. Freeze play each other, they refer to the twilight sparkle in my little pony: friendship is indirectly
magical. In addition, Harley's voice actor Tara Strong is also the voice actor of Twilight Sparkle. She is a Jewish-Catholic family. Her middle name is Frances. She is immune to poison. Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Intellectual.
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